Bracelet Project: Make letter-bead bracelets with names of people or names of animals.
Partners: Rancho Relaxo NJ, The Yarn Shop at Alma Park, Marty’s Place Senior Dog Sanctuary
Supplies: Crimp-cutting tool, letter beads, plain beads, jump rings, end caps, clasps, cord.
Diagram & Instructions – Cord is about 2-3 mm, bead opening about 3mm to fit on cord.
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BRACELET INSTRUCTIONS
Cut CORD to size.
Bracelet cord length is wrist length + 2 inches.
For larger bracelet about 9.5” and
For smaller bracelet about 8.5” cord length.

PICTURES
1 inch

Cord

Put about 1” of cord through the END CAP so the cord lays
in between the opening of the end cap.

End Cap

Put the JUMP RING onto the short piece of cord connected
to the end cap.
Loop the end of the short piece of cord into the opening of
the end cap. Crimp the end cap to hold the cord.
•
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•
•

Start adding the plain beads;
could be 3-6 depending on the name.
Add beads with the letters “Y T B”.
Add 3-6 more plain beads.
Add letters for name, then 3-6 more plain beads.

Jump Ring

Beads

Add the other end cap in the same way as the first.
Position the second end cap so that it almost touches the
plain beads. Repeat what you did for the first end cap.
Crimp the second end cap to hold the cord.
To add the toggle clasps, twist the jump rings to open.
Slip the tiny ring connected to the toggle clasp onto the
jump ring. Twist the jump ring back to close the ring.
Twist jump ring to open rather than pulling the ring open.

Finished bracelets

Tiny ring on clasps

Tiny ring on clasps

